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Karen Voskuil Tapped as May Day Queen
Karen Voskuil, junior from
Baldwin, Wis., was crowned May
Day Queen by last year's Queen
Mary Berghorst, this afternoon
in ceremonies held in the Pine
Grove.

New Members
of Blue Key

Selected for

Elected to the Queen's Court
from the girls in junior class by
a r all-school vote held last week
were Linda DeWitt, Zeeland;
Sharon Dykstra, Grand Rapids;
Mary Finley, Grand Rapids;
Mary Klein, Fremont; Jackie
Schrotenboer, Grand Rapids; and
Linda Selander, Chicago, 111.

Announced
Blue . Key National Honor Society announced its members for
1963-64 Wednesday morning as
part of Chapel services held with
Student Council and Alphi Phi
Omega.
The 16 new members, all from
the junior class, are Daniel Chan,
Hong Kong; Alfred Grams, Benton Harbor, Ronald Hartgerink,
Zeeland; Neil Goodrich, South
Haven; James Hawkins, East
Lansing; David Hollenbach, Holland; Earl Johnson, Williamson,
N. Y.; Joseph Mayne, Grand
Rapids; and Thomas McNiel,
Grand Rapids.
Remainder of members chosen
are David Mouw, Grand Rapids;
Robert Tigelaar, Birmingham;
Herbert Tillema, Arlington, Va.;
William Van Hoeven, Grandville;
Richard Vander Borgh, Sayville,
N. Y.; Douglas Walvoord, Muskegon and . James Wiegerink,
Grand Haven.
This year's Blue Key also selected two honorary members
from the faculty. Chosen were
Dr. Gerrit Van Zyl, Chairman of
the Chemistry Department, and
Alvin Vander Bush, political science professor.
The ceremony was conducted
by this year's president, John
Kieft. Other members of this
year's Blue Key, who introduced
the new members, were B. J.
Berghorst, Richard Brandsma,
James Bultman, Jeflfery Christensen, David Fuggazotto, Paul

Eight Juniors

QUEEN KAREN VOSKUIL
Hyink, John Jenner, David Kleis,
Robert Koster, Paul Lucas, John
Siebers, S a m u e l Tomlinson,
Thomas Werge, and Gerrit Wolf.
Blue Key is a national service
and honor fraternity. The Blue
Key operates the Bookstore at
Hope College.

Honorary members of the
court, who were also tapped for
Mortar Board, w e r e Arlene
Arends, Chicago, 111.; J u d y
Steegstra, Muskegon, and Linda
Walvoord, Oradell, N. J. Queen
Voskuil was also selected as a
new member of the girls' honor
society.
As most of the campus spent
the week viewing the campaign
for Student Council officers, the
May Day Committee was working on the events of this day.

AWS Elects New Officers
AWS, national women's student organization at Hope College, announced officers f o r the
coming year for its Council and
Activities Board.
Arlene Arends, junior from
South Holland, 111., was elected
president. Other officers in the
Council includes Linda DeWitt,
vice-pesident; Mary Kay Paalman, Secretary; and Trudy Van
Dyk, treasurer.
Elected to the p r e s i d e n t of

the Activities Qvtrd was junior
Nancy Zwart from Kalamazoo.
Other officers elected by all the
coeds of the college were Jackie
Schrotenboer, vice-p r e s i d e n t ,
Mary Hakken, secretary; and
Peggy Stearn, treasurer.
Some of the major events
planned by the organization, besides running the girls' house
councils are May Day and Penny
Carnival.

Mortar Board

QUEEN MARY BERGHORST
Classes were released at noon today and a picnic followed at Kollen Park. The men's sports
events were held, determining the
fraternity winner of the AllSports Trophy. Cosmopolitan and
Knickerbocker vied for top honors. This afternoon's ceremonies
will be topped off by a banquet,
and a dance at the Civic Center,
honoring the new Queen and her
court.
"Athenian Splendor" is the title of tonight's dance. Tickets
can be purchased a t door. Socks
Sabin and his band will provide
the music.
General Chairman for the
event was senior Mary Ann Iperlaan. On the May Day committee
were Lynn Simons, sophomore
and coronation chairman; Nancy
Herbig, banquet; Peg Stearn,
publicity; and Joan Diephuis and
Neil Goodrich, dance.

Eight junior women were ho*nored this afternoon for scholarship, leadership, and service by
being tapped for the Alcor chap^
ter of Mortar Board, National
Senior Women's Honor Society.
President Barbara Walvoord
presented the pins of the 1962-63
Mortar Board members to the
new members of the 1963-64
chapter.
So honored w e r e
Arlene
Arends of Lansing, Illinois;
Maryanne Beukelman, Corsica,
South Dakota; Barbara Ellen
Johnson, Glendale, Missouri; J u dy Steegstra, Muskegon Heights,
Michigan; Lynne Vande Bunte,
Holland, Michigan; Karen Voskuil, Baldwin, Wisconsin; Linda
Walvoord, Oradell, New Jersey;
and Nancy Zwart, Kalamazoo,
Michigan.
Initiation ceremony , will be
held on Saturday morning, May
11, for new members and for
members of Alcor who have never been initiated into Mortar
Board and wish to be initiated.

Notice
(Editor's Note: See page
two for other Student Council
candidates, page three for the
new constitution and Council
news, and page seven for an
editorial.)

Message from Presidential Candidates
by David Hollenbach
A spirit of revitalization, birth
or renewal — this is the symbol
of my campaign posters.
I agree that council should exert more influence in certain
areas, should be more active,
should have more power, but this
is trite. The question is how?
How to revitalize council? How
to communicate better with students?
The answer is, of course, a
council of enthusiastic, interested members. But how can we do
this? You don't pull interest magically out of the air . . .
Action means interest; interest
means action. We can start this
cycle going by giving council a
sense of accomplishment in taking on partical but rewarding
tasks — tasks and ideas I have
mentioned in my platform. Some
of them are old ideas renewed
changed, streamlined; some are
new. My posters symbolize the
generation of these ideas. But
more, they suggest the birth of
an interested council — the revitalization, the action which
such a council would exhibit.
I can visualize one successful
Student Council. It is one in
which the President keeps the
council from over-discussion and

debate on generalities, or irresoluble conflicts, or on irrevelant
matters, but who maintains a
constant sense of accomplishment through practical, specific
tasks.
To me, this is how a Council
succeeds — t hrough practical
ideas. I welcome questions on the
specific ideas of my platform.
As a service to the candidates

DAVID HOLLENBACH

and the student body, the anchor
invited the two candidates for
Student Council president, David
Hollenbach (left) and David
Mouw (right), to express themselves personally to the electorate. The following is a short biography of each candidate:
DAVID HOLLENBACH, 20,
from Holland is running on a
platform of revitalization and revewal of the following areas at
Hope College: intellectual, religious, social and moral. His program includes a tutoring service,
outside speakers, participation in
cultural events through a calendar, members leading Chapel, support of judiciary in new constitution, and changes in the social
calendar to better balance the
year. Hollenbach is a newly
elected Blue Key member and
member of the Arcadian fraternity.
DAVID MOUW, 20, from Grand
Rapids, has a three point program
of rigid support of the constitution including the new re-apportionment and judiciary plans,
stronger ties with the facultystudent committees of tte collesre
that form the real plans for the
college, and a stimulation of student ideas as Council becomes a
voice of the whole student btody.
He also is a newly elected Blue
Key member and member of Cosmopolitan fraternity.

by David Mouw
My fall semester of this year
was spent at the University in
Vienna, Austria. The several
thousand students who study
there were represented by no
Student Council; yet everything
seemed to run smoothly.
Thus, arriving back at Hope in
February, it didn't really seem
to make a whole lot of difference
that Council" had disbanded and
that the executive board of

DAVID MOUW

Council was taking it upon itself
to be the "voice of the student
body." Thinking to myself, J
questioned, "Does it really make
a difference? Do you care if
Hope has an active Student
Council?"
But I do care, and I do believe
it makes a difference, and here's
why:
Now t h a t I look back, the closest the Vienna students came to
a student council last fall was a
mob demonstration demanding
better University conditions. The
demonstration held up the street
cars, but didn't bring the students closer to the improvements
they sought.
What is this saying?
Democracy is based on the
principle that each member of a
group should take part in making
the decision affecting that group.
After centuries of monarchy,
government by representation
has not yet pervaded all the aspects of Austrian life, and one
of these is the University. After
taking a brief look at the two
colleges on opposite sides of the
Atlantic, I feel it is to our great
advantage to re-install the Student Council here as that organization which represents the
students in the campus community.
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Five Sororities Campaign for Vice President
Five of Hope College's six sororities are running candidates for
vice-president of next year's Student Council. Each gave a speech
in Chapel Wednesday, the opening day of active campaigning.
The following is a resume of
platform and qualifications for
the five from those speeches.
Betty Bruins, a member of the
Kappa Chi sorority, is experienced in Council work. Just as
her brother did three years ago
when he was president of the
Council, she has served on Nexus
Committee. This year she has
been corresponding secretary.
She sees her role in Council next
year, if elected, as doing her
"best to support the students
and the Council president in the
coming, important year."
Carrying on a vigorous campaign featured by electorate on

strike for "Dyke," Sharon Dykstra supports "responsible leaders who can and will do the job."
Her qualifications for making
"student government a powerful
and respected organization" are: *
member of student union board,

Seniors Run Woodward, Paulsen,
Christensen and DeVisser
Junior Class has four of its
men running for president of the
class and an automatic seat on
Council for the coming year.
Chuck Christensen hopes to be
carried into office on a three
point program headed by support
of the new constitution, particularly the new judicial board. In
his three years at Hope he has

m< l

r

MILLER, BOELKINS, MENNING, GRISSEN, KEUR

Five Vie for Leadership
of Soohomore Class
Each of Hope's five fraternities are supporting someone for
sophomore class president. Here
are s o m e qualifications and
quotes.
A class council and publicized
class meetings are the main
points of Jim Boelkins of Cosmopolitan fraternity. He a l s o
stressed an active relationship
of the class with Student Council.
He was on the Pull Team and
chairman of Cosmopolitan Penny Carnival entry. He says: "Active representation in Council
from our class is necessary to
make it a success."
Running an active campaign
with handbills and speeches is
David Grissen of the Emersonian fraternity. His emphasis is
on organization for which he has
prepared himself by being treasurer of Young Republican's Club,
and was active in high school. On
his chances Grissen says: "If
elected, I shall t r y to organize
and unify our class, so as a body
it can be of benefit to our campus. My platform is arranged and
constructed so as to make this
goal a reality."
"I shall be happy to accept any

executive committee of Council,
vice-president of Sibylline sorority and secretary of Voorhees
Hall house council. She plans,
if elected, to publish a booklet
describing various committees
and organizations on campus.

suggestions for the improvement
and general well-being of our
class," says Bill Keur, Fraternal
candidate. Having his ear to the
needs of the class he will build
his organization around them. He
also emphasizes more social activities for the class. He . was
president of his class in high
school and chairman of publicity
for Frater Frolics this year.
"Although the main purpose
of our class is not to promote social activity I feel that through
this media our class can maintain its unity and spirit," says
this past year's class treasurer,
Bruce Menning. Running for the
Arcadian fraternity, he also emphasized the roll his class can
play in the Council.
Bob Miller from the Knickerbockers wishes to break the apathy of this year. He is looking
for more class participation
through meetings .He was active
in high school in Christian organizations. He says: "We must
be realistic in that we lost the
pull and Nykerk. We must-regain our prestige. To be a successful class we must organize
with vigor."

been a member of the Cosmopolitan fraternity, treasurer of class
of 1964 as a junior, and cochairman of Mom and Dad's Day
this year. He sees the senior
class next year as campus leaders. He says: "A Senior class is
looked up to as the campus leader. As such we must accept leadership as a challenge and live up
to it."
Having a strong background in
leadership, David DeVisser of the
Arcadian fraternity was president this year of Alpha Phi Omega, and chairman of Felicitations.
He sees his administration planning for a gift to the school and
planning two social events. He
says about the job that "a job
done results from giving of your
time; a job done well results
from giving of yourself. I shall
give of myself."
This year's program manager
of WTAS, college radio station,
Peter Paulsen wants the job because of "a great desire to serve
my clan-members in an area about which I feel strongly." He
sees the seniors next year as "a
clan with responsibility." He
feels himself qualified for the job
as he has been secretary of the
Emersonian fraternity and member of the student-faculty Chapel Board of Review.
John Woodward, member of
the Knickerbocker fraternity and
president of the Young Republican Club at Hope has a three
point program built around class
spirit, a class gift, and more social functions. He proposes that
a senior "mock night will serve
three functions: first it will raise
money, secondly it will give the
class an opportunity to work together, and finally it will give
us a last chance to voice opinions about Hope College."

Active member in Council is
the Delta Phi sorority representative, Mary Klein.
This year
she served as recording secretary
for the Council. She has also
served as an officer in AWS and
her class as a freshman. Her
platform centers on support of
the new president, whoever he
may be. Her platform is also
simple: she plans to do her best.
"The Council serves as the
balancing rod of a scale with the
student body and the administration exerting pressure on opposite sides of the scale," reasons
Carol Mogle, candidate of the Alpha Phi sorority. She sees her
job as being the fulcrum in the
balance, making sure that the
scales do not dip far either way.
She plans to work on making

t /

RANSFORD, ANDERSON, NECKERS, BEKKERING
• i

Ransford, Anderson, Neckes
and Bekkering Compete
Two new faces and a couple of
old hands at Student Council vie
for leadership of next years
junior class.
Bob Anderson, t i e Knickerbocker nominee, sees the problem
for next year in "that significant
r n r t the class can play in student
life." In the past, he says, the
class of 1965 has not met its responsibility to the incoming
freshmen and plans a fall beach
rarty. He also wants to raise
funds for senior gift by holding
a folk-singing festival in the fall.
In this way he would abolish
class dues.
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a balanced social schedule for
next year. Serving a year on the
Council she also has held office
in ADD, her sorority and served
as freshman advisor this year.
The final competitor for the job
is Pat Simpson of Sorosis. She
is emphasizing strong ties with
the administration through the
already set-up faculty-student
committees. This year she served
on the student-faculty Cultural
Affairs Committee. She was also
a member of the Council this
year from which she thinks that
the Council "must become a vital
part of campus life. It will take
more than a new constitution to
bring this about. A new attitude
of interest and concern on the
part of the entire student body
is needed."

1

WOODWARD, CHRISTENSEN, PAULSEN, DE VISSER

The big issues for Jim Bekkering, Fraternal candidate, are a
better Felicitations and better
class unity. His leadership qualifications run from serving on
Inter-Fraternal Council to playing on the football team for the
last two years. Jim feels that he
would have plenty of time to carry on the duties of president
following football season. Jim
has also been an active member
of H-Club.
As Council representative this
year Bruce Neckers from the
Cosmopolitan fraternity h a s
worked on the new constitution,
which he heartily supports. This
is Necker's second try for the top
honor of his class and, if elected,
he would work for more class
unity through better communications. He also supports Felicitations. He says about the office:
"A class president should be interested in campus affairs and
show this in the Student Council."
Having served on Council for
two years, his first as president
of the class, Paul Ransford of
the Arcadian fraternity is returning for another try. He sees
no big issues, but does have a
program for initiation of next
year's freshmen. He does not
want to be an honorary president
but "if the position is considered
one of responsibility, I definitely want to be considered in the
running."

Proposed Revision of S. C. Constitution

f•

Student Council Passes
New Constitution
r•

Lynn Adams, vice-president ol
Student Council, opened Monday's 6:45 p.m. meeting in the
absence of p r e s i d e n t Rick
Brandsma. The main business
was voting approval or disaproval of the new constitution before
presenting it to the student body,
The constitution was not actually voted upon until the following evening. It is printed here
in its entirety and will be put to
an all school vote next Wednesday as part of the final elections
of Council offices for the coming
yegr,
' ' aU
A t the Monday ^

meeting

soronty members requested that.
because their .mmed.ate representation i n the n e w s y s t e m w a s
changed to dormitory represen-

that, at the total of five meetings
since Feb. 11, the following representatives had missed three or
more meetings and had to submit excuses or loose their Council seats: Mary Klute, John
Knapp, Bib Miller, Dean Overman, Paul Ransford, Mark Suwyn, and Bob Wilson. Ransford
submitted his excuses the next
day.
_
.,
Tuesday night the Council
gathered a quorum and approved
the constitution. Brandsma. after
the meeting, had the following to
say about the document:
"The n e w constitution is a docu m e n t
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Proposed Revision of
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Student Senate Constitution
.
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„
Legislative Br

u

Class Presidents to be elected by

the respective classes in the s p n n g
of

^

preceding

year

(except

the

Freshman Class President which is
| 0 b c e i e c t e < j i n the fall prior to the

ARTICLE I

•

^

holdg

t.on ^

resentative
Marian
Hoekstra,
"would be general and irrespon-

/

w h i c h

t a t i o n , t h e s y s t e m of e l e c t i o n be

h o u s e m e e t i n g elections in the
which, s u g g e s t e d D o n a n ep-

i •

{j rst Monday in October).

Section 1: Status

3, Senators-at-Large to be elected

All legislative powers shall bc
vested in one body which shall be
called the Student Senate.

^
e n ( j r e student body from a
| ) a ] i o t containing the names of those
interested students who presented a

Section 2: Membership^

petition with the signatures of 50

A: Representatives
T h e Student Senate shall be composed of the following annually
elected senators:
1. Dormitory Senators (approx. 1

interested members of the student
b 0 ( ]y acquired during the week bet w e e n the first and second Mondays
i n October to the Vice-President on
t | i e s c c o n d Monday.

per 50)
Voorhees Hall
Van Vleck/Columbia
Durfee H a l l

*
2 per 108
. . 2 per 65
2 per 96

S o r e " Hall '!!!!!!'.'. .2 JTr I S
Kollen Hall
Frater Hall
Arkie Hall . " ! ! ! !
Knick Hall
Cosmo H a l l ' " ! ! ! ! ! " ! !

6
1
1
1
1

per
per
per
per
per

288
50
50
50
50

Emmie Hall

1 per 50

Total
22
2. Class Senators
Senior Class President
Junior Class President

Sophomore Class President
Freshman Class President
Total
4
3. Senators-at-Large
Total
8
^

B : Method of Election

In the election each member of
^
5 0 ( j y shall have four
stlldent
^ may cast in any way
votes
s o f^sircs.

C: Administration/Faculty
_ j Representation
T h e dean of students shall by the
virtue of his office be given a permanent ex-officio membership on the
Student Senate.

D: Posting of Members
T h e names of all members of the
Student Senate, together with their
respective represented body shall be
conspicuously posted at all times.

g . Alternate Representatives
i n c a s e 0 f a necessary absense a
member of the Student Senate must
alternate from the respectscn(| an
i v e p-oup and inform the President
of this action in writing prior to the
meeting. .

The alternate representative shall

1 / Dormitory representatives to be
elected under the direction of the
respective dormitory house board or

have full power of vote as well as
privilege of the floor, but shall not
counted as excuses per se.

council on the first Monday in October. Candidates must present their
respective house boards or council a
petition with the signatures of 10
members of their constituency obtained during the week prior to the
first Monday in October.

F : Impeachment
I. T h e Senate may» by a threefourth vote impeach and expel any
member. In all such cases the person
involved shall have the right to defend himself before the Senate in
open discussion. In all cases the va-

MODEL LAUNDRY

cancics creatcd shall be filled by the
represented group within two school
weeks.

policies and programs of the Student
Senate.

1. He shall be a full time student
of Hope College.

B; Vice-President

2. Excuses for all absenses must be
submitted to the executive board.
Three unexcused absences shall terminate a membership on the Senate
with the vacancy thus created being
filled as provided for in part A. of
this section.

T h e vice-president shall assume the
duties of the president during the
absence of the president; succeed to
the presidency in the event of the
death, resignation, removal from office, or termination of studies of the
president; be responsible for initiating action on all senate programs
and policies.

2. He shall have and maintain a
m i n i m u m cumulative quality point
ratio of 2.8.

A R T I C L E II

Section 1: Officers
T h e officers of the Student Senate
shall consist of a president, a vice
president, a recording secretary, a
corresponding secretary, and a treasurer.

Section 2: Executive Board
T h e officers of the Student Senate
together with two members elected
at large from the senate shall comprise an executive board, which shall
have full authority to act o n behalf
of the senate in an emergency.

Section 3: Elections
A: Election of President and
Vice-President
T h e president and vice-president
of the senate shall be elected by a
general vote of the student body from
a list of qualified candidates previously nominated by a petition bearing the signatures of at least fifty
full-time students of Hope College.
These petitions shall be submitted to
the vice-president of the Student Senate at least two weeks before the announced date of the primary election.
All candidates for president and vicepresident shall have attained a cumulative quality point average of 2.5
(except in special cases when approved by a unanimous vote of the
senate). T h e election of the president
and the vice-president shall occur
during the first full school-week of
April when the entire student body
is in residence each year, and the
winning candidate must secure a majority of votes, with the details of all
necessary run-off elections being left
to the discretion of the senate.

B: Election of the Secretaries
and Treasurer
1. T h e recording secretary and the
treasurer of the senate shall be elected by the senate from its own
membership at its first meeting.
2. T h e corresponding secretary shall
bc appointed by the president of the
senate from the senate membership
after the first meeting.

C: Election of the Members at
Large to the Executive Board
T w o members of the senate shall
be elected by the senate from its own
membership at its first meeting to
serve on the executive board.

D: Terms and Jurisdiction
T h e terms of officers and senators
shall extend from the date of their
election until replaced by election
the following year, unless removed
by the senate under the provisions of
Article I, Section 2. Within one full
school-week following the election of
senators in April, the newly elected
senate shall have sole jurisdiction,
although it shall continue to meet
with the retiring senate until the
end of the school year, with the latter serving in an advisory capacity.

Section 4: Duties and Privileges
A. President
T h e president shall preside at all
regular and special meetings of the
senate; have t h e authority to call
special meetings at his discretion;
represent the senate to the student
body, faculty, and administration
when necessary; appoint, jointly with
the vice-president and with the advise and consent of the senate, the
student members to all Faculty-Student and Student-Faculty committees; appoint a social coordinator;
appoint a u n i o n board; appoint all
senate standing committees; and be
responsible for the execution of all

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
Free Pickup and Delivery To All Dormt And
Fraternity Hotuet

NEW FOOTWEAR NEEDS

DAILY PICKUP a n d M U V B Y

BORRS

97 b u t 8 t h S t r M t

' >PhoM IX

C: Recording Secretary

3. He shall have Junior status (58
credit hours of which 24 have been
accumulated at Hope College.)
4. H e shall hold no other executive
position on the Senate.
5. N o more than two members of
the Court shall bc representatives of
the same sorority or fraternity.
t

T h e recording secretary shall keep
an accurate record of attendance at
all senate meetings; keep an accurate
record of the proceedings of all senate meetings and submit the same
to the senate for correction and approval at each subsequent meeting;
be responsible for the publication of
the senate agenda before each regular meeting; be responsible for publication of the minutes and the highlights of each meeting in the college
newspaper; submit copies of the minutes of each meeting to the president
of the college, the vice-president of
the college, the deans of the college,
and the secretary of the faculty.

Section 4: Organization and Pro^
cedure

D: Treasurer

C.
Said complaint shall be served
in writing u p o n the defendant within seven days of the filing of the
complaint. Such complaint to be
tried no less than three days and no
later than the monthly meeting of
the Court.

T h e treasurer shall administer all
financial affairs of the senate and
keep an accurate record of the same
which shall be presented to the senate at each regular meeting and upon request of the president. T h e
treasurer with the approval of the
executive board, shall also, upon his
election, devise and submit a budget to the treasurer of the college
for the expected expenses of the coming school year.
~ .

E: Corresponding Secretary
T h e corresponding secretary shall
carry on all correspondence of the
senate; be responsible for the keeping of the files: and, in general, be
responsible to the president of the
senate.
A R T I C L E 111

Section 1: Jurisdiction
A. T h e Court shall have original
jurisdiction 1 and
penalty
levying
powers in all matters pertaining to
the regulation of student ethics and
discipline at Hope College. It shall
he sovereign in all aforementioned
matters with the exception of those
matters which have heretofore been
placed under the jurisdiction of the
Nexus Committee, the A.W.S. judicial Council, the Kollen Hall House
Roard, the Chapel Board of Review,
fratcri^jjes' judiciaries, and other
men's or women's residence hall
hoards or councils.
B. T h e Court shall have appellate
jurisdiction over all decisions handed down by the A.W.S. Judicial
Council, the Kollen Hall House
Board, the Chapel Board of Review,
and other men's or women's residence hall boards or councils upon
request of the student (s).
C. T h e Court shall have the right
to overrule; concur with; or refuse
to rule on these decisions.
D. T h e decision of the Court shall
be subject to the approval or disapproval of the President or Acting President of Hope College.
E. All decisions of the Court involving dismissal from H o p e College
will be automatically reviewed by the
Nexus Committee.

Section 2: Membership
A. T h e Court shall consist of six
students, each of whom shall have
one vote as judges and one presiding
justice who shall vote only in case of
tie.
A Quorum shall consist of five
of the seven judges being present.

Section 3: Requirements
A. Each member of the Court shall
satisfy the following requirements:

A. T h e Court shall hold regular
monthly sessions and upon the request of the Dean of Students or the
President of the Senate, these sessions
to be presided over by the Presiding
Justice.
B. Upon the filing of a complaint
at the Office of the Dean of Students
a n d / o r the Presiding Judge by a
member (s) of the faculty, administration, student body or community,,
such complaint concerning individual
students and not organizations, the
Court shall have immediate jurisdiction.

D. T h e Complaintant shall be represented by himself or by person (s)
so designated by himself w h o shall
be familiar with the nature of the
complaint and shall be prepared to
present t h i s before the Court in Session.
E. T h e Defendant (s) shall represent
themselves or by person (s) so appointed by said defendant (s).
F. A record shall be kept by the
Presiding Justice of the Court of all
decisions handed down by said
Court, these decisions being open for
perusal by all those directly concerned with the Court. T h e Presiding
Justice shall act as liaison, insofar as
he shall keep the Senate and the
Dean of Students informed of all
Court Decisions.
G. T h e written decisions of the
Court will be posted, filed and signed
by the Presiding Justice for the
Court. T h e s e decisions must note the
majority and minority opinions and
must be handed down within one
week of session.

Section 5: Limitations
A. T h e Court shall guarantee all
students the following rights: the
right to be informed in writing of
the complaint against them, the right
to be represented or to present their
case before the Court, and the right
to confront their accuser if such be
the case.
B. A member of the Court shall
hold office as long as he fulfills the
requirements set forth in Section 3.
C. A member of the Court may be
impeached by a three-fourth vote of
the Senate. In all such cases the person involved shall have the right to
defend himself before the senate in
open discussion.

Section 6: Appointment
A. T h e members of the Court including the Presiding Justice shall be
appointed by the President of the
Student Council with the advice and
consent of a majority of the voting
members of the Senate as soon as a
vacancy occurs.
B. It shall be the President of the
Senate's responsibility to see that the
aforementioned appointees have a
record that is commensurate with
their posts and responsibilities.
C. T h e Senate shall have t h e right
in open meeting to question constructively the President's nominees.
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Wabeke, Houston Performance
Given on Piano and Trumpet
A Joint Senior Recital will be
given by Gene A. Wabeke, pianist, and Ralph Houston, t r u m p e ter and conductor, at 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday evening. May 7, in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.

Wabeke, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Justin Wabeke of Route 1, Hudsonville, has done intensive study
in the field of music at Hope College. He is a member of the Hope
Collegfe Chapel Choir and has

Rehearsals Are in Session
for P&M Play, Caligula
Caligula, by Albert Camus, has
been selected by the Hope College
Theatre as its final production of
the current season. Production is
scheduled for May 16, 17, and 18
in the newly named Snow Auditorium of Nykerk Music Hall.
Directing the play will be David
Karsten, Director of Theatre,
with James De Young handling
the technical direction.
A look at the play reveals t h a t
Camus has taken as model for
the central character of his play

Initiation and
Election Held
by German Frat
The Gamma Chi chapter of
Delta Phi Alpha, National German Honorary Fraternity, initiated 14 members on April 25, at
5:30 p.m.
New members are: Jim Cotts,
Bob De Young, Diana Hellenga,
Paul Hesselink, Gary Hieftje,
Bourgi Hoerner, Judy
Kollen,
Charles Menning, Ron Mulder,
Susan Schrandt, Chris Van Lonkhuyzen, Karen Voskuil and Sharron Young.
Officers for the 1963-64 school
year were also elected with Jim
Hawkins, president; Marge Gouwens, vice-president; Linda Lucas, secretary; Mrs. W. Curtis
Snow, treasurer.
Mr. Werner Heine, assistant
professor of German, was voted
honorary membership in the f r a ternity.

LADIES
SMART APPAREL
JEANE'S
WANTED
For Summer Employment
Male or Female, Age 21 or
over, who want to make
$1500.00 during summer
vacation. Car helpful but not
necessary.

a Roman Emperor of the first cen
tury A.D. But more than representing an historical narrative,
Camus has delved into the contemporary by illustrating the
melting away of the gentleness
and modesty of mankind in the
face of the horrifying discovery
of the world's absurdity.
It is Caligula's ambition t h a t
all shall be forced to recognize
this absurdity through him, and
thus he attempts to equal the
gods in the sole medium in which
human rivalry is possible, t h a t of
cruelty. Obsessed with the impossible and poisoned with scorn,
he attempts through a systematic
and logical perversion of all values to practice a liberty which
he eventually discovers is not the
right one. Thus it appears that
the play is an illustration of the
dangers involved in going too f a r
in acting out the consequences
of living in a world without values.
Camus has said that his ambition in writing this play was
to illustrate man's passion f o r the
impossible, which he considered
as valid a subject for study as any
other human emotion or desire.
He wished to show this passion
"in all its frenzy, illustrating the
havoc it wreaks, bringing out its
failure. . .
It is significant also t h a t Camus believed that there is no true
theater without "language and
style, nor any dramatic work
which does not, like our classical
drama and the Greek tragedians,
involve human f a t e in all its simplicity and grandeur." It is coincidental with this belief on the
p a r t of the author, t h a t the present production is being undertaken.
The cast has been selected and
rehearsals are now in progress
for the production. Appearing in
the title role is B. J. Berghorst
as Caligula; Nancy Rees plays
the part of Caesonia, Caligula's
consort; with John DeVelder,
Lew Scudder, and Vincent Kleyla
taking the roles of Helicon, Cherea, and Scipio respectively, the
members of the court most closely allied with the Emperor.
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Saturday, April 27, the Federation held its monthly State
Board at MSU where a new constitution for the Federation was
proposed. The Hope campus will
host the next board meeting Saturday, May 18, at 11:30 a.m. in
the Juliana Room.

IL FORNO

FILMS

•

The Hope College Young Republicans elected officers for the
1963-64 school year on Wednesday, April 24. John Woodward, a junior from Wheaton,
111., was elected chairman. Jack
Elliott is vice-chairman; Dave
Grissen, treasurer; Sue Spring,
recording secretary, and Anne
Blocksma, corresponding secretary.

Coral Gables of Saugatuck

PROJECTOR!

We Give S&M Green Stampi

Young
Republicans
Elect New Officers

To Reserve A Car For Any Occasion

CAMERAS

PHOTO FINISHING

Houston will play the "Concerto for Trumpet" by Haydn. He
will be accompanied on the piano
by Miss Norma Houtman, senior
instrumental major f r o m Holland.
For the remainder of his program, Houston w i l l conduct
a string ensemble in a number
by Phalise, a brass ensemble
in a n u m b e r
by Scheldt,
and a woodwind and brass ensemble in a chorale Prelude on
Psalm 42, which was arranged
for organ by James Lucas, a junior music major. AH the preceding numbers were arranged for
these instrumental groups by
Houston.

Stop In At 334 Central Or Call EX 4 - 8 5 8 3

STUDIO AND PHOTO SUPPIY

O n e Place to go for

Houston, an instrumental music major f r o m Holland, has done
active work in the fields of conducting and music arranging f o r
bands and instrumental ensembles. He is conductor of the Hope
College Pep Band, as well as of
bands and choirs of the community. He is, and has been, a
member of the Hope College
Band, Orchestra and Symphonette.

Hertz rents new Chevrolets and otliir fine M P P P V W
cars by the hour, day. weekend op we«k. i HERTZ

Needed: Four References
and Photograph.
Reply: Anchor Office.
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taught private piano - lessons for
four years.
Upon completion of graduate
work in choral education and
voice, Mr. Wabeke plans on e n tering the field of choral and vocal education on the college level
and/or the field of professional
singing and vocal work. Included
in Mr. Wabeke's program will be
numbers by Bach, Beethoven, Debussy, Tcherepnin and Shostakovitch.

COMPLETE TAKE O U T SERVICE

•

• PriTate Parties • Banquets * Heeeptions

HOTEL SAUGATUCK

*
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FOOD — S l a t e r Food Service cooperated in " f a s t i n g " f o r the
Mission Drive. John Dressner ahd William Raymond of Slater
(left) present money to Rein Visscher (center), business managen of the college. John Fischer looks on. The amount was $50.00

Seniors Work Part-Time
for WHTC and Sentinel
take, stories to check and deadlines to meet.
An English major f r o m Oradell, N.J., but a former resident
of Holland, Barb plans to do
graduate work at the University
of Ohio where she has a fellowship. Eventually she hopes to be
a college English teacher. Working a t the Sentinel has taught
her how difficult it is to write
clearly and without ambiguity.
When referring to her work.
Barb said, "I liked it because it
was varied. I t felt like you knew
what was going on." Each week
she interviewed a woman from
the area who was contributing
the recipe for the week.
Bob
Jaehnig went along to take the
accompanying photographs. It
was always interesting to meet
people, sit down and talk with
them—and to calm them down.
Until recently Bob Jaehnig had
worked both f o r the Sentinel and
WHTC but now has time only f o r
the Sentinel and some substituting a t the radio station.
I t all began five years ago
when, having passed the station
every night on his paper route,
he decided to apply f o r a job. He
was hired as the record librarian
until one of the announcers left,
and he auditioned and received the
job, working p a r t time on weekends.
In high school, Jaehnig participated in the co-op plan whereby
The men of Alpha Phi Omega,
a student worked in the afternoon
national service fraternity, have
and attended classes in the mornaccepted the responsibility of
ing. "It's a wonderful program
Chapel attendance honor system
for obtaining on-the-job experamong the fraternity members.
ience." Consequently, before long
Peter Paulsen, president, prehe was working at the Sentinel
sented t h e proposal to the men of
office.
Presently this senior f r o m HolA - P h i - 0 on March 25. On April
land is a photographer and re15, a f t e r a committee report and
informal open discussion, the fol- porter, with dreams of someday
lowing motion was presented, becoming a foreign correspondent
seconded and carried by the f r a - or commentator. " I would also like
to write magazine articles since
ternity:
they
provide a chance f o r more
"Because the members of the
news
analysis."
fraternity hold to the two inJournalism has always been
junctions of obedience and honone
of Bob's interests and he
esty, among others, because the
finds working on the Sentinel
members of the fraternity recenjoyable, a little trying a t times
ognize their individual responsiand usually interesting.
bility in fulfilling the 70 percent
Still working for WHTC is
Chapel attendance requirement Jim Thomas f r o m Yakutat, Alasof the college; and further, beka. He previously worked f o r
cause the members of the f r a - W F U R in Grand Rapids, a t first
ternity recognize the interest on as their morning man working
the p a r t of the administration in f r o m 6:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
the establishment of the honor
Each day Thomas would start
system on campus and are willthe transmiters, give the news
broadcast and play records. News
ing to work to bring this system
about — each member will accept is read "cold" f r o m the teletype,
which means no practice. Says
the responsibility of filling at
Thomas, "It sure keeps you on
least the minimal 70 percent r e quirement and where a member your toes." In the morning it
finds himself delinquent he will seems t h a t people take special deand
amend by sufficient compensa- light in calling the station,
<r
Jim
answered
the
phone.
What
tion, thus each member to be
a way to start the day!"
subject to individual self-disciWhile playing records, Thomas
pline."
would also be taping other broadThe proposal was presented to
casts to be run later. In the mornthe Chapel Board of Review last ' ing he also prepared a daily news
Friday. At t h a t time the Board
release for the General Electric
approved the proposal, and the
paper. From 10:00 a.m. — 12:00
fraternity began the new plan on
noon he had a break and then it
Wednesday.
was back to work.

by Darlene Bentz
"Interesting" and "exciting"
describe the work of three seniors, Barbara Walvoord, Bob
Jaehnig and Jim Thomas, on the
Holland Evening Sentinel and at
WHTC.
Barb Walvoord, until just this
past week, worked on the Sentinel and quit only because she
didn't have time for it along with
her many other activities. She
applied for a job there because
she thought it would "be a much
more interesting job than filing
or waiting on tables."
Miss Walvoord's varied duties
included a once a week feature on
the Woman's Efge, reading copy,
writing headlmes, society stories
and obituaries, taking stories
over the phone and conducting
guided tours.
At 3:30 p.m. she had a fiveminute news broadcast over
WHTC, which is associated with
the Sentinel. She prepared her
own script f o r the program.
Then there were phone calls to

Service Frat
Adopts Policy
Towards Chapel

•

%
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Frat Bidding Infraction Brings Penalty
President Vince Kleyla called
a special session of the InterF r a t e r n i ty Council's Judicial

Committee Tuesday afternoon to
deal with an infraction of bidding
regulation. The Inter-Fraternity

Free Little Theatre Production
to Provide One-Act Play Choice
On May 7 and 8 an opportunity will be offered to see two oneact plays f r e e of charge in the
Hope College Little Theatre. The
two one-act plays form an evening's entertainment of Multiple
Choice. Curtain time is 7:30 p.m.
both nights.
Wolf Mankowitz, in his oneact play It Should Happen To A
Dog, which is based on the Jonah
story, exhibits a faithfulness to
the purpose of the original writer which is, unhappily, all too
unusual in this day of the Hollywood-styled adaptations.
But no one who attends a ManKowitz production should expect
a bearded prophet in. a motheaten bathrobe. No, this Jonah,
played by Don Kardux, is "Jonah, the traveller, representing
Top Hat, Braces for the Trousers, Fair Lady Fancy Buttons,
Hold Tight Hair Grips . . . "
The one other character in this
two-man show is ambiguously
called in the cast list, "A Man."
He is played by Paul Hesselink,
who is appearing f o r the second
time on the Hope College stage.

Hope Delegates
Attend Seminar
Representing H o p e College
this week at the annual meeting
of the American Philosophical
Association (Western division),
held May 2-4, are four students
and two professors.
Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra and Dr.
John Utzinger accompanied David Brower and Thomas Werge,
seniors, and Lynne Vande Bunte,
junior, to the conference at Columbus, Ohio. Brower and Miss
Vande Bunte are philosophy majors; Werge is an English and
philosophy major. Also included
in the group was Richard Mouw,
a former student at Western
Seminary who is now studying
at Hope.
The group left for Columbus
early Thursday morning and
will return tomorrow. During the
course of the conference they are
to attend approximately five lect u r e s o r seminars conducted by

philosophy professors from the
major universities of the United
States. Chief among them was a
series on

"The

Competence of

Reason," given by Dr. Ernest
Nagel of Columbia University.

Piano Students
to Play Monday
The piano students of Dr. Anthony Kooiker will present a piano recital next Monday, May 6,
in Dimnent Chapel. The program
will be given in two parts, the
first beginning at 4:30 p.m., the
second at 7:30 p.m.
The recital will feature works
by de Falla, Palmgren, Hindemith, William Schuman, and Dag
Wiren from the contemporary
school, as well as more traditional piano works.
Participating in P a r t I will be
Leonard Sharazpur, Roy Justesen, David Grissen, Mary Leestma, David Hollenbach, Karen
Huyck, Jeanne Frissel, Robert
Tigelaar and Betty Lou Dietch.
David Yntema, Wesley Wasdyke, Belle Kleinheksel, Ruth
Rikkers, Robert Formsma, Pearl
Tam, Kelwin Bakker, Paul Lucas, John Nyboer and Gloria
Mooi will perform in the second
part."

The second production of Multiple Choice wil be Tempua, a
one-act play, wrtten and directed
by the versatile Don Kardux.
Tempus is concerned with how
man answers the question, "Are
you going to do anything?" and
what he does attempt to do in the
day he is given for himself.
Appearing in the cast are:
Donna Davis, Woman; Larry
H a v e r k a m p , Man; C h u c k
Marschke, Second Man; Bruce
Gillies, Third Man; and Graham
Lampert, Fourth Man.

^

Council had previously ruled that
bids should not go out until Monday, April 29, but bids from Arcadian and Emersonian were received Saturday, April 27.
Representatives from the two
violating fraternities claimed the
mishap occurred because of faulty communications, but both said
they would assume responsibility.

m

In dealing with the infraction
it was felt a precedent should be
set, but since the action was not
a malicious infraction it would
be unfair to make it too steep.
The final decision was a $25 fine
against each violating fraternity,
to be paid by May 14.
Before adjourning Kleyla reminded the Council that bids
would be opened Wednesday at
4 p.m.

^
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MORE HEAT — Two craneh are necessary to lower the boiler into
position of the addition going up next to Carneige Gym. The
plant is necessary to supply heat for the new,dorms.

c Kanamori to Sing Senior Recital

Kiegger h CCttUVCCl JVlCiy O
Works of Wallingford Riegger,
a n outstanding contemporary
American composer, will be f e a tured in the Sinfonia Music F r a ternity's annual American Music
Concert on Sunday, May 5.
The concert will begin at 3:30
p.m. in the Snow Auditorium.
Riegger has written works
ranging from extremely serious

twelve-tone pieces to light arrangements of well-known songs,
much of which will be represented on the Sinfonia program.
Both faculty and student musicians will participate in the
concert, which is the first in an
annual series to highlight particular significant American composers.

Late Snips and Short Snorts
CAMPAIGNS: In the midst of
all of the festivities this weekend, let's remember our campus
elections. Talk to the candidates
and inform yourself of the issues.
Don't forget to exercise your
voting privilege.
SEMINARY: Dr. Donald G.
Miller, president of Pittsburg
Theological Seminary, will deliver the address at the 87th commencement of Western Theological Seminary, May 22, in Dimnent Memorial Chapel. Speaking
on the subject "That I May Know
Him," Miller will challenge the
26 graduates to enter a meaningful ministry through a living r e lationship with the Christ they
preach and serve. The service will
begin at 8:00 p.m., and the public
is invited to attend.
SCA: Prayer metings will be
held in the Meditation Chapel on
Monday and Wednesday of the
following weeks. The fellowship
will begin right a f t e r the evening meal and last for approximately fifteen minutes. Each
night there will be a different topic to be considered in short sentence prayers. Everyone is welcome.
SPEECH: Yesterday, the Hope
College speech department was
host to a group of forty high
school speakers in a Regional
Speech Contest.
SCRUBBERS: Street cleaners
for the Tulip Time festival are

needed. Those interested in this
culturally stimulating experience
may get further information
from the Tulip Time office at the
Civic Center. Scrubby-dubbyclomp!
SCA: Those interested i n
working on one of the Student
Christian Association program
committees next year please
leave your name in the anchor
office or see Paul Ransford.
ABOUT 30 interested students
from the Spanish department
traveled to the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor Tuesday.
There they attended the presentation of the play La Barca
Sin Pescador by Alejandro Casona. The play was given in Spanish by the department of Spanish
and the Hispanic Society of the
University of Michigan. AH who
went agreed that the trip was
very enjoyable and worthwhile.
DON'T PICK ANY TULIPS.

BULFORD

FRENCH CLOAK
Exclusively Ours
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EX 2-9006
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lay-Away Plan
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Portrait Photography
52 East Eighth Street
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soprano will
Sakiko Kanamori
portion* The
will final
beginportion will
Soprano Sakiko Kanamori
The final will
with Psalm 150 from the Cycle
present her senior recital Thursof Holy Songs by Ned Rorem
day, May 9, at 8:15 p.m. in Dimfollowed by "After Love" from
nent Memorial Chapel.
Three Songs of Adieu by Norma
Miss Kanamori, a student of
Dello Joio. Miss Kanamori will
Norma Hark Baughman, a f o r sing "The Dove Song" from a
mer voice instructor at Hope,
new opera by Douglas Moore
will perform pieces in four difbased
on the "Wings of the
ferent languages — English,
Dove" by Henry James. This is
French, Italian and German.
the story of a New York heiress
who falls victim to English soThe program
ciety. Young, beautiful and rich,
will begin with
Milly has everything to live f o r
M o z a r t's " E t
but
her very life is running out
incarnatus est"
and only the power of love can
from the Grand
save her. The program will conMass in C Miclude with "Three Young Maidn o r . followed
ens" by Serge deGastyne.
by P u r c e l l ' s
"The B l e s s e d
Virgin's Expostulation" a n d
Kanamouri
MICHIGAN
Mozart's "Ridente la calma."
From Mozart's Don Giovanni, she
CLEANERS
will sing the recitative "Crudele?
Ah no, mio bene!" In this selecEX 6-3421
tion Donna Anna says to her intended Don Ottavio that she must
230 River Ave.
delay the marriage until her sor(Across from Post Office)
row over the death of her father
has passed.
Expert Cleaning
Miss Kanamori will then sing
three numbers from Schumann's
and Pressing
song cycle Die Frauenliebe und
Leben — "Erder Herrlichste von
alien," "Ich kann's fassen, nicht
glauben," and "Ring an meinen
PERSONALITY
Finger." She will also perform
Strauss' "Heimliche AufforderBEAUTY SALON
ung.'
44 W. 10th Street
The next portion will feature
the Aria from Louise, "Depuis le
EX 2-2828
jour" by Gustave Charpentier
W e Feature Fashions For
and the recitative "Qual fiamma
avea nel quardo" from I PagliacCo-Eds
ci by Ruggiero Leoncavalles.

STORE
Phone EX 2 - 3 1 1 6

HOPE CHURCH
Hope Church invites you to worship
on the Third Sunday after Easter —
9.3O —College Class at the parsonage, 99 W. 11th.
9:30 and 11-.00 — Corporate worship.
Roy Klomparens sings at 9:30.*
The Chancel Choir will sing at 11:00Mr. Hillegonds will preach on "A Word to the TeenAger."

For Spring Frolic or Formal

7:00 —School of Christian Living.
College Group — A discussion on ''Fallen Man" led by
Dr. Bastian Kruithof.

GET THE BEST HAIR STYLES AT

FROM THE MINISTER'S NOTEBOOK

M A R G R E T ' S or
ARCADE BEAUTI LOUNGE
392-3372

396-3265

Open more hours with more cosmetologists to serve you better.

. . much of the popular talk about 'the Fatherhood of God' makes God sound like a sentimental
dispenser of bonbons. In fact/ Christians are constantly tempted to change God into a doddering
Grandfather in heaven. He is nothing of the sort.
He is a loving and merciful father, but — when the
good of his adopted children demands it —he
can be as hard as nails."

*
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Student and his World
"We have a culture which lulls
us into an unreal world," said Dr.
Harold Taylor Tuesday in an allcollege lecture on "The World of
the American Student."
A leading American educator,
Taylor is currently president of
the recently-formed Peace Research Institute.
According to Taylor, the fundamental problem which a person
experiences as he faces the world
of others is the presence of "perceptual filters" which distort his
view of people and situations as
they really exist.
True understanding, then, is
men seeing: other men as they
really exist, and likewise on an
international scale, countries seeing other countries in reality,
not clouded by particular customs, opinions, etc.
"To be clear about our world
we must realize that we occupy
only a small limited spectrum of
reality," he said.
Taylor pointed out the significant role tbe mass media play
in forming our view of the world.

of Spanish Drama

Living together in large urban
centers, people tend to get their
world-view from "Proctor and
Gamble TV plays" and national
magazines. "We assume that what
they tell us about people is true."
he said. Even artistic taste are
formed by "collective states of
mind," he added.
One of the effects of such "perceptual filters" is a callous view
of people, said Taylor. "We talk
calmly of . . . the nuclear destruction of millions as a possible way of running our. affairs
. . . Such thinking," he paid, "is
deeply immoral.*
r
TTie fundamental flaw in education, according to Taylor, is
that "we allow student attitudes
to be shaped into a policy of
drift and acceptance." The desire
to work for reform and betterment is not developed.
Too often, Taylor maintained,
the student looks at the world
without really seeing what is in
it. He must learn to see things
as they really are—"this is the
true task of the student and
teacher
together."
Education

• Lope de Vega, who "gave
Spain the rank of one of the
leading countries in drama," was
the subject of two lectures last
Thursday by Dr. Carlos Ortigoza, professor of Spanish at Indiana University.

DR. TAYLOR
should develop a "mature and expanding view of humanity."
The ultimate goal of teaching
is then to "teach the young that
they must make a contribution
by putting the disciplines of the
mind to use for human beings,"
said Taylor.

He summarized his view with
the following, quoted from a
young boy who lived most of his
short life with the imminence of
death from an incurable disease:
"To make a valuable contribution
with my life is the only way I can
assure myself that my life has
value."

Rushdoony Individualist, Blasts Liberals
The problem with American
society is "loss of character and
faith," according to Dr. Rousas
Rushdoony, author and theologian. He spoke to the Young Republican Club Wednesday afternoon in Graves Hall.
He came to this conclusion

following an analysis of the U.S.
Constitution and the meaning of
words in it. The Constitution was
a great conservative victory when
written, but it has lost its meaning because of interpretations by
the Supreme Court, he said.
For example, the word govern-

Fea tures- R eviews
Columnists' Opinions

ment used to mean any organization in society. Today it means
just the state. The result is that
more and more people depend on
the government and not on themselves and God, he said. The state
becomes God.
When asked if the Federal government had to intervene, (another violation of original intention of the Constitution under the
Federal system), he said, "government moves in f o r one purpose: power."
"The welfare state protects the
welfare of the rich, not the poor,"
he says. Welfare state is a hoax
because it concentrates the wealth
in the hands of few and takes
from the poor by inflation and

Crook Clarifies Science
In our attempt a t understanding our physical and social environments as well as ourselves,
we must "realize that our intellect, which is both the recording
instrument and the means of interpretation, is f a r from perfect.
It is capable of further perfection
and this effort is quite challenging and well worthwhile."
Thus Dr. Philip Crook, Chairman of the Department of Biology, concluded his "Last Chance
Talk" Friday evening to a responsive audience in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel. The event was
sponsored by Mortar Board.
Crook exhorted all to seek wisdom, which he defined as applied
understandings. "In science we
have a means of achieving certain kinds of understanding," he
said.
Science is not and cannot be a
substitute for religion, because
it only shows him how things are
accomplished. It can neither explain first causes nor "account
for the uniqueness of man." In
spite of its failure to explain the
reason for existence, science contributes greatly to the pursuit of
wisdom.
There are three reasons why
people study science. Personal
factors, such as a desire to escape
from the world, draw some to
science.
A second motive is the awareness of the utilitarian and humanistic values or end-products
of science. "These are very poor,
second-class reasons," said Crook.
M
I think they are usually employed as excuses for doing something
we would very much like to do
anyway."
Curiosity
Crook spoke most highly of in-

tellectual curiosity and aesthetics
as motives for scientific study.
Science developed out of man's
curiosity and the exploration of
this curiosity led to man's greatestr successes.
"It is most unfortunate that
people, who are best equipped to
exploit their curiosity, are often
inclined to look upon curiosity as
being unsophisticated or peculiar.
Curiosity should be a practiced
virtue, like good manners, truthfulness, and patience."
The motive of aesthetics concerns a person's love of orderliness and predictability, which he
seeks in his study of science.
Crook reviewed briefly various
philosophies of science of the past
in leading up to his statement of
contemporary premises of scientific thought:

"Today scientific thought supposes that the search for certainty is hopeless and that knowledge is only probable. Experience is the only test for knowledge.
"Alternate valid theories can
exist, depending on the frame of
reference from which they are
derived. The most useful can arbitrarily be chosen. It doesn't
matter which one represents the
way nature really is, because we
can't find out which is right. Anyway, just because it is not the
absolute does in no way make it
any less useful."
Crook commented on the unsatisfying nature of these premises and suggested that they also
are only working hypotheses, susceptible to change.

DR. PHILIP CROOK

manipulation. "Just look at the
present cabinet," he said.
In order to stop this degeneration he sees when the federal government takes over, he endorsed
the necessity of anyone interested in politics to enter at the local
and county levels. "This is the
heart of power," he said," and because there are many it is balanced." In this way he feels t h a t
the US pluralistic society can be
maintained.

Ortigoza began by stating that
prior to Lope de Vega, Spanish
drama was immature because it
was interrelated with many separate foreign ideas. De Vegagathered all these ideas together and developed a new style of
writing called the "Comedia
Nueva." He felt that drama must
be addressed to a variety of people and should please them all,
and that this new style provided
a means for this to be accomplished.
De Vega introduced in his
plays the element of the "gracioso " The gracioso is a witty, intelligent and satirical character
that provided light moments in
even the most tragic plays. He
gives the audience a chance to
relieve their tensions.
It has been said that Lope de
Vega wrote 1800 plays before
his death and of these about 500
have been salvaged. Many of his
plays are not known outside of
the Spanish speaking world and
when other audiences see his
plays, they are usually very surprised at their quality. All of
the plays are very genuine and
intense.

Essentially he is for individual
liberty and non-intervention in
foreign and local affairs by the
government as the Constitution
originally intended.

De Vega's life was a rather sad
one. He was born and educated
in Madrid. He did not enjoy college and tried to run away, unsuccessfully. Upon his return he
became interested in the theater
and began his w«rk in it.

Dr. Rushdoony is traveling
through the US from college to
college for a research institute
in California. He has just completed This Independent Republic
and h«as another book coming out
this summer.

He married twice as well as
having mistresses and fathered
several children, most of whom
died. However, he later changed
his ways and began to study theology. In 1614 he was ordained
as priest.

This week he is in Michigan.
Tuesday night he debated a Liberal at Calvin College.

When Lope de Vega died in
1054 all Madrid mourned the loss
of a truly great writer.

Von Rhamm Lecture Looks
into Germany's Future
"We in West Germany want to
keep our democratic order under
all circumstances," said Dr. Ulrich von Rhamm on the subject,
"Germany between East and
West."
Von Rhamm, who is the Consul- General of the West German
Federal Republic in New York,
spoke to a combined dinner meeting of the International Relations Club and Delta Phi Alpha
German society Thursday, April
25.
Discussing first the position of
Germany in world politics, von
Rhamm pointed out the uniqueness of German's situation—the
center of highly-developed Central Europe, yet with barbed wire
across its middle "to keep people
from running away from their
own homeland."
But the major issue, said von
Rhamm, is not the question of reunification of Germany or the
Berlin situation, but rather the
overall security of the West. This,
he said, must ultimately depend
more and more upon the strength
and vitality of the free European
nations themselves.
"We appreciate the tremendous
responsibility to which the United
States submits in the NATO al-

liance," he said, but he emphasized t h a t the Europeans want to
"ease the U.S.'s share" by shouldering more of the responsibility
themselves.
Von Rhamm saw many indications of the European vitality
which can achieve this, especially
in the postwar "miracle" of West
Germany (not really a miracle,
he said, but planned hard work
"plus a little luck") and the
European Common Market.
He viewed the Common Market
as a "new concept in European
politics, . . . a broad merger to
draw together Europe's resources
vigorously," with the goal of
"making the Atlantic Community
strong."
Germany, however, believes
that economic merger alone cannot bring real unity, he said; political unity is also necessary.
Von Rhamm also said that he
was impressed with the simplicity, stability, and optimistic view
of politics which he saw in this
country (which he ascribed larger
ly to the vast size of the U.S.).
THs optimism he felt is necessary as well in the new European
politics as it faces the world situation. "Patient vigor," he said
"will do the rest."
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ANCHOR
MAIL
Responsible letters, regardless
of opinion, are welcomed and
will be published. They should
be no longer than 200 words,
submitted by noon Wednesday,
and signed. To conserve space,
editors have right to edit.

Here are a few words on a
letter last week concerning the
mission drive.
The emphasis throughout the
Mission Drive this year has been
that money is not enough, but
that more important than money
(most any reasonably good cause
can raise money with a few
"gimmicks") is a spirit of selfsacrifice. This is why we had
fasting—not because this is an
effective way to raise money (almost anybody would have been
more willing to give up the
money than the food!), but it is
a teaching device: it brings home
to us, concretely, how dependent
we really are.
And the fact that this was the
purpose of fasting and not primarily t h a t of raising money, was
made clear from the very beginning (see anchor, April 19). The
sheet originally handed out in
chapel said: "Fasting means
self-sacrifice . . . and more
important than the money received in this way is the spirit
in which the fasting is done."
The following day in chapel
students received a sheet entitled
"What Fasting Means" in order
to help this proper "spirit. , ,
It was implied that the f a s t ing was done for a "reward."
I3 it really a "reward" if the
money received from fasting is
given to a starving child in Hong
Kong? Is this the kind of crass,
selfish "reward" that desecrates
the spirit of fasting? Is this
to be equated with indulgences?
The letter implied that projects like the Shakespeare Marathon, the Penny Carnival, and
the action were fine money raising ideas as opposed to fasting
and to "overtones of financial
debt." I would . .question this.
Aren't these means of getting
us to give painlessly, without
the true spirit of giving, without the spirit of self-sacrifice
a t all? It it easy to give money
to a Shakespeare Marathon, but
a^e we any the better for it?
God asks for "not yours, but

you." (H Cor. 12:14)
— Lynne Vande Bunte

Council
6:45 arrived, but a quorum of the Student
Council did not. This was the night to approve
the proposed Senate constitution, so that it
might be put before the student body. Necessary to hold the vote were 18 members, twothirds of the 32 member Council. 15 members,
a t least three of whom constitutionally (until
their excuses are turned in) lost their seats,
had accumulated.
In order to fill a quorum, one girl ran to
find a religious life committee meeting and
borrow a representative or two.
Into the smoker went an officer, there initiating an Independent as a representative.
Another girl took off to search the dorms
for stray members.
One Frater representative dashed across the
street and secured two boys that had been lolling around the House.

"Why don't we elect the four representatives
from each class now, as we were supposed to
last fall!" suggested a voice from the back
row.
As the nervous laughter of coercion died
away, a quorum was counted. President Brandsma rose and announced: "The sole purpose of
this meeting is to obtain an affirmative vote
by the Council on the constitution so that we
can present it to the student body." Two thirds
of tbe right hands were raised, and the meeting ( ? ) was adjourned.
The point to be made is not that an unfair
constitution was passed by an unknown group,
but that the very purpose of having a constitution was violated. As noted in departure by
a cynically smiling senior, the meeting was
"a wild take-off on what Council's been trying
to do all year."

Sororities
The rushing system, plus girls playing ends
against the middle, caused heart break this
past week in sorority girls rush.
Partly as a result of unbalanced rushing and
girls' trying to "beat the system" by not making preferences clear, each sorority had at
least one rushee decline and two had one-third
of their bids turned down. Is this an improvement over the problem of the old rush system
where, as in the fraternities, sororities sent
bids to the girls that they wanted and the girls
felt free to accept or reject any bid received?
Rushees went through two mad weeks of required teas. Actives attempted to learn names
and become aquainted with girls that they
sensed would make good additions to the sororities. However, trying to sort through 120
girls is an impossibility at a mixer; too many
actives can now be heard regretfully bemoaning ill-placed votes. In order to take such pressures off the system, why not extend this program throughout the year?
Much blame is to be placed on the rushees.
In trying to "beat the system" they beat themselves. Although final tea attendance was somewhat equal, over 90 of the 115 girls indicated
the same three sororities on their preference
lists. Girls failed to list friends with whom

they would like to join. Nor, apparently, were
rules for "dirty rush" made clear to them.
Fluctuating freshmen who, for their own
friends' information, wrote down sorority preferences (often quickly changing them) which
were presumed final by the sororities who
found the illegal, though innocently made, lists.
Which system? The present secret ballot
and no-negative-comment rules could be included along with the fraternity method of
giving bids to those persons they want, who
then feel free to accept or reject them. Or,
should tbe present system be continued, with
girls who are trying to become mature people
and find where they belong being placed, with
sororities being given girls with whom they
don't enjoy full fellowship and can't wholeheartedly include?
As for the girls who would not be placed
in a system such as fraternities have, isn't it
possible that some girls don't fit in a sorority ?
Do girls always have dates with the guys they
want, or good marks in t h e courses they take ?
These seemingly unanswerable questions lead
to the necessity of answering a more basic
dilemma: are girls facing themselves, recognizing where they will be most comfortable, or
are they rushing a surface name?

Composers and
by Jim Michmerhuizen

Coming
Events
FRIDAY, MAY 3
MAY DAY
Coronation, Pine Grove, 4:30
p.m.
May Day Banquet, Phelps Hall,
6:30 p.m.
May Day Dance, "Athenian
Splendor," Civic Center, 8:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, MAY 4
Arcadian, Cosmopolitan, Emersonian Informals
SUNDAY, MAY 5
Sinfonia presents "The Music
of Wallingford Riegger," Snow
Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
MONDAY, MAY 6
Piano recital by students of A.
Kooiker, Chapel, 4:30 and 7:30
p.m.
TUESDAY, MAY 7
Voorhees Day Tea
Mother-Daughter Banquet
Junior-Senior Recital, Gene
Wabeke and Ralph Houston,
Chapel, 8:15 p.m.
"Multiple Choice" and "It
should Happen to a Dog," Little
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8
"Multiple Choice" and "It
should Happen to a Dog," Little
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
Illumination Night, Chapel,
8:00 p.m.
THURSDAY, MAY 9
Senior Vocal Recital, Sakiko
Kanamori, Chapel, 8:15 p.m.
FRIDAY, MAY 10
Sibylline, Sorosis Informals
SATURDAY, MAY 11
Dorian, Kappa Chi, Frater,
Knickerbocker Informals

Weekend
Consistories
Weather

Lovers of contemporary music- t h e phrase must not be taken
too seriously—will enjoy Sunday's concert of music by Wallingford Riegger, who died in
1961. The concert is sponsored
and, for the most part, staffed,
by members of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, Hope's music f r a t e r n ity now in its third year.

But I am neglecting those a mong the student body who did
contemporary
not
appreciate
music. To you I say "Go to the
concert anyway." Your ears will
hear strange sounds; and if you
do not like them you may take
comfort from the following reviews I have gathered from a
delightful book called A Lexicon of Musical Invective.

So much f o r announcements.
Wallingford Riegger is an outlandish name; it reminds me of
one of the minor poets of the
early part of this century, a
women named Adelaide Crapsey.
For that matter there are oddities like Walter Piston or my
old biology teacher whose name
was Ham. Glenn Gould would
be as funny as Gary Gooberink
if people didn't keep confusing
Glenn with Morton.

A Berlin reviewer wrote in
1932, "Wallingford Riegger's
Dichotomy . . . sounded as
though a pack of rats were being slowly tortured to death,
and meanwhile, from time to
time, a dying cow groaned." In
1945 a critic on the staff of a
New York paper was affected so
strongly by Riegger's music
that he had to resort to poetry;
"The concert closed with a wry
and cryptic string quartet of

Wallingford Riegger, at which
point the sun disappeared behind
a big dark cloud."
But then critics said the same
about Beethoven, and even Bach
was reprimanded a few times by
his consistory. Personally I'm on
the side of the composers, against
the critics and consistories. So
I'm going to be at the Riegger
concert. Right up in the front
row.

U.S. Weather Bureau, Grand
Rapids — The five-day forecast
calls f o r temperatures to average two to five degrees above
normal. Normal high is 60-66;
normal low is 38-45. Weather
will be generally mild through
Monday, with some precipitation
in showers expected late Sunday
or Monday.
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Dutch Maintain Record
With Tennis Victories

Hope Nine
Lead MIAA
in Baseball

- Superior excellence was powerfully displayed last week in
Hope's dual MIAA tennis triumphs against Albion and Alma.
Hope's first action in conference competition occurred Tuesday, April 24, against Albion on
the home courts. The Blue and
Orange scored an easy victory
and did not allow the opposition
the satisfaction of one match
point. .Hess, Hopma, Lanting,
Stell, and Hoffman all triumphed
in singles competition, and the
squad later added two doubles
victories.
The Blue and Orange then proceeded to smother Alma last Saturday by taking every set and
winning 7-0 to \ keep their conference record perfect. This increased Hope's overall season
record to 8-4.

The Hope baseball squad split
a double-header Saturday with
Alma College, leaving the Dutch
alone on top of the MIAA with
a 3-1 record.
Alma downed the Dutch 2-0
in the first game. Freshman
George Bosworth pitched a beautiful game f o r the. f l y i n g Dutchmen, but back to back singles'in
the second inning, followed by an
error, g^ye the Scots the two u n earned runs which proved to be
the margin of victory.
Bosworth allowed only three
hits, struck out seven and did not,
walk a man. Hope collected six
hits, struck out seven and did not
walk a man. Hope collected six
hits with Ron Ven Huizen and
Jim Bultman picking up two
each.
The Dutch rallied to take the
second game 5-4 in ten innings,
behind the six-hit pitching of
Rog Kroodsma. Alma picked up
three runs in the first inning and
another in the fourth to take a
4-0 lead. The Dutchmen begun
to slowly narrow this lead with
one run in the bottom the fourth
and three big runs on a basesloaded triple by Glenn Van Wieren in the bottom if the fifth.
Dan Koop finally secured a Dutch
victory with a bases-loaded single in the bottom of the tenth.
The Dutch banged out eleven
hits in this contest. Glenn and
Clare Van Wieren had two hits
apiece and Ron Ven Huizen had
three more to raise his leagueleading batting average to .641.

P A R K ifteakt

H O L L A N D • P H O N E EX 4 - 4 2 7 4

IN THE LEAD —Allen Hoffman beats Olivet runner.

i *

The results of the Alma match
a r e as follows:
SINGLES
Hess over Lowell 6-2, 6-3
Hopma over Brintill 6-0, 6-0
Steli over Ladd 6-2, 6-1
Hoffman over Terry 6-1, 6-2
Jorgensen over Gelston 6-3, 6-1.
DOUBLES
Hess, Hopma over Lowell, Ladd
6-2, 6-2
Hoffman, Stell over Brintill, Terry 6-2, 6-1

INTRAMURAL STANDINGS
73
54
53
40
27
20

Independents

Track Team Scores Dual Win
Hope's track team won a dual
meet with Olivet Saturday, April
27, at the home track.

Golfers Win
Three Matches
Since the golf season started
April 15 the Hope team has won
three out of three matches.
The first victory was on the
home course over Alma, 10 1 ^4 ^ . Traveling to Adrian a week
ago today Coach William Oostenink's five golfers defeated Adrian
and Definance of Ohio.
The team sneaked by Grand
Rapids Junior College 8-7 Wednesday. The match played there
was canceled on Tuesday because
of snow. However, by Wednesday
the links were dry and clear.

Hope took 11 firsts and scored
82 points to Olivet's 49. Bob McKay leaped even higher in this
meet to break his high jump record, set a week ago with a new
jump of 6' IV4". Hope defeated
Olivet's relay team by one-tenth
of a second: 3:32.7-3:32.8.
Mile run: Sterk (H), Welmers
(H), Laughlin (H), 4:43.3.
440 yd. dash: Schoon (H), Melendy (O), Hultgren (H) 52.8.
100 yd. dash: Fialko (H), Kilburn (H), Rice (O) 10.3.
120 yd. highs: Rice (O), Elenbaas (H), Holvick (H) 17.2.
880 yd. run: Hoffman (H),
Perry (O), Witter (H) 2:06.1.
220 yd. dash: Kilburn (O), F i -

MONDAY NITE
MAY 6th ONLY!

alko (H), Bolhuis (H) 23.5.
220 yd. lows: Rice (O), Holvick (H), Schoon (H) 27.1.
2 mile run: Brunner ( 0 ) , Bowers ( 0 ) , Welmers (H) 10:52.4.
Mile Relay: Hultgren, C. Buys,
MacKay, Schoon (H) 3:32.7.
Shot put: C. Buys (H), Rail
( 0 ) , Bekkering (H) 44' 2".
Javelin: J. Buys (H), Guzy
( 0 ) , Grimaloi ( 0 ) 160' W .
Pole Vault: C. Buys (H), Hyink (H), Melendy ( 0 ) 11' 6".
Broad jump: Simons (H),
Schrier (H), Rice ( 0 ) 21' 4".
(H),
High jump: MacKay
Wurst ( 0 ) , Menning (H) 6' 1^4".
Discus: C. Buys (H), Guzy
( 0 ) , Stephens ( 0 ) 123' 10".

%«

GLATZ
RESTAURANT
Open 6 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Daily
Friday — 6 a.m.— 9 p.m.
28 W. 8th St.
Phone EX 2-2726
2 Doors East of
J.C. Penney Store
''Your Home Away From Home"

Dally Noon & Evening

SPECIALS
65c and up
%i

LOOK
Vogue Restaurant
205 River Avenue

l iwsuous motion pictureby the bold hands that shaped
"And God Created Woman"... H
I film of unusual
mood and contrasts...
a new experience in sight and

% >

BREDEWEG
SHOE REPAIR
EX 6-3421
230 River Ave.

EX 2-2894

•*

(Across from Post Office)

We Dye and Repair Shoes

OPEN
9 A.M. — 11:30 P.M.

Sunday . . . .
Monday . . .

' v /• V - N J
VX - \' .A
/
A

Tuesday . . .

9 A.M. — 8:00 P.M.

Thursday . .

9 A.M. — 8:00 P.M.

Friday

9 A.M. — 1:30 A.M.

Saturday . .

9 A.M. — 1:30 A.M.

\i

HOLLAND

HOLLAND - PHONE E X 2 - 2 G 5 3

NOW
ENDS
WED.
Continuous Sat. from 1 p.m.
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PARK^&jfe

GARMENT STORAGE
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE PLAN

SHOWS AT 7 AND 9 P.M.

HOLLAND • PHONE E X 4 - 4 2 7 4

The Wiest Screen Comedy Sim
Money Went Out Of Style!

PROFESSIONAL
PRESSING -

CLEANING -

REPAIRING

VAN DUREN TAILORS
College Ave. at 9th
Hw STIVE A
l WROCEsn
iQ
ftitiiii MM on ColumbiaRecords.

WESTERN MICHIGAN'S LARGEST
GREETING CARD DEPARTMENT
Featuring Contemporary and Studio Cards

••

Van Raalte's Restaurant
Zeeland

Ring Boob — Papon — Pent
"EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL"

Complete Dinners

Downtown — Next to Penne/i

Banquets for 20 - 300

At our River Avenue Store
Now and Used Typewriton — Rentali
Expert Repair Service
Save 20% On Ail Portable TypewrHen

BRING YOUR DATE, PARENTS, OR FRIENDSI

(Special Dinners for 95c)

Thurs. Frl. Sat.
Continuous Sat. from 1 p.m.
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